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========= wxDBF is a simple, easy to use DBF reader and editor. It is
intended to be as simple to use as possible. When dealing with simple data

bases (Office 97/2000 compatible, ASCII and/or Unicode, Excel compatible), it
should be almost fool proof. History of wxDBF: =================

Version 0.1: Code released in April 2000. Version 1.0.3: Added support for the
Excel 2003 export/import function. Version 1.0.4: Added support for Unicode

output and import. Version 2.0: Code released in May 2006. License:
========= Copyright(C) 1999-2006 Roman Roles All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 1.
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list

of conditions and the following disclaimer. 2. Redistributions in binary form
must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with
the distribution. 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission. This software is provided by the author as part of this product and
any IPR statements made are solely his and do not necessarily represent the
view of the original author or Oracle. The author may release portions of this
software under different licenses. Further information can be found on the
author's website: Contact Info: ================ If you have any

questions, comments or problems, feel free to contact the author Roman Roles
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at roman.roles@interrealm.cz or Oracle Czech customer service at
customers@oracle.com Additional Information:

============================ 1. License:
============================= wxDBF is released under the
GNU Public License. See the GNU Public License for more details. 2. Compiling
and Running: ============================ Please see the
INSTALL.txt file for instructions on compiling and running wxDBF. 3. Links:

============================ wxDBF -

WxDBF License Key PC/Windows

- simple DBF access library for C/C++ - small (10Mb, including C++ wrappers)
- small (10Mb, including C++ wrappers) - easy to use, with C++ wrappers and
MFC sample GUI - best Open Source DBF library - best Open Source DBF library
on Win32 Read more about how to make a GUI app with it and its MFC-based
C++ wrapper, wxMFCdbf, at New and up-to-date source is available at The
C++ source is available at (and it was also available a few months ago at If
you want to use it with wxWidgets, you also need wxMFCdbfCPP.zip. If you

want to use MFC, you need wxMFCdbf.zip. If you're using Borland's
C++Builder, you also need wxDbBorlandCpp.zip. If you're using C#, you need
wxDbCSharp.zip. You need to have DBFLib.h and DBFLib.lib on your path to
compile/link DBFLib. DBFLib.h and DBFLib.lib are included, so you can test a

sample GUI app using wxWidgets and MFC if you have them on your path (but
it is not required). Include wxDBF.h in your own source file and #include

"wx/dbf.h" in your source file(s). Then call DbfOpen, DbfClose,
DbfGetLastRecord, DbfHasNextRecord, DbfGetTableRows, DbfGetRecord,
DbfRawRead, etc. as normal. Win32 executables and DLLs, source code,
C++/C# executables, etc. can be found at the following web site. DBF

Reader(DbfReader.exe b7e8fdf5c8
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This is a very compact, efficient and easy to use application to access your
DBF databases with, the application is very small, and very easy to use. The
application allows you to do some actions:  Add dbf, dbf-Header, dbf-Footer
and dbf-Attribute for a dbf file.  Read and save the data to a file.  Print a file.
 Read data from a file.  Export a file to SQL, excel or EML. The program
comes with C# demo programs, and some C++ sample applications written
with Visual C++, and Visual Studio. Installation Instructions: Please read the
Readme.txt before building the project. See the below for more on compiling
the program. Readme.txt: ===============================
==================== This program was designed to be included in
your project as a convenience. All build will occur using the command line
compiler "cl". To include in your project you will need to add the source files
for the program (dbf.h and dbf.c), and a short C++ example program which
uses the program. (See below for the C++ Sample App). To compile and link
your project you will need to download the following items: cl.exe (command
line compiler) Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 wxWindows 1.4.3 or later (wxWin does
not require an additional dll) All sample programs have been compiled with
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0, but they work with any compiler. The project was
developed under the Microsoft Visual Studio 2003 Environment. Please note
that you will need to have the Microsoft Platform SDK for Visual Studio 2003
installed. A sample project can be downloaded from the website. Alternatively,
you can clone the project from cvs to your computer. After you have cloned
the project, you can build it using the command line compiler "cl". A good
place to get the above mentioned items is "" C++ Example program using
Dbflib --------------------------- The Dbflib library files are shown below, they must
be included into the sample project, and the included DBF files must be
imported in the main program. Dbflib imports file :

What's New In WxDBF?

wxDBF is a DBF file, or at least some kind of DBF, library for accessing both file
formats on both Windows and Linux. This is a new library, and an early beta
version is available. wxDBF is written in C++ and is free and open source. All
the code is fully commented, and it is available to use under the LGPL license.
In short: No, wxDBF is not WxWindows DBF - MFC or C++ based DBF Reader,
Finder and Writer. Source Code Homepage Documentation Downloads
Complete History Browse By Issue Browse By Feature Browse By Mailing List
Browse By Task Browse By Forum wxTools DBF wxTools DBF is a small, easy to
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use application specially designed to help you access the DBF file format. It
has no GUI, but is quite fast. wxTools DBF Description: wxTools DBF is a small,
easy to use DBF file, or Dbase, reader and writer. It is intended as a
replacement for other DBF access tools, such as the old VDotNet DBF Explorer
or DBF Viewer from Borland. wxTools DBF is written in C++ and is free and
open source. It is available for Windows only, although no GUI is included.
wxTools DBF is not DBF SDK - it is in fact a simple reader and writer for DBF
files of the format called Dbase III. Source Code Homepage Documentation
Downloads Complete History Browse By Issue Browse By Feature Browse By
Mailing List Browse By Task Browse By Forum wxDBF wxDBF is a small, easy to
use application specially designed to help you access the DBF file format. It
has no GUI, but is quite fast. wxDBF Description: wxDBF is a small, easy to use
DBF file, or Dbase, reader and writer. It is intended as a replacement for other
DBF access tools, such as the old VDotNet DBF Explorer or DBF Viewer from
Borland. wxDBF is written in C++ and is free and open source. It is available
for Windows only, although no GUI is included. wxDBF is not DBF SDK - it is
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System Requirements For WxDBF:

Mac OS 10.6 or later, Intel or compatible processor; 128MB RAM; 700 MB HDD
space available; USB port; NVIDIA GeForce GT 630 with 1GB VRAM or better, or
ATI Radeon HD 5870 with 512MB VRAM. Additional Notes: Updates and
changes will be made on this release frequently. If there are some issues with
the game after the download, please report to mr_schmaller (at) yahoo.com or
send an e-mail to its predecessor: sb at indicasoftware.com
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